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ABSTRACT

Background: The ability to capture the complexities of healthcare practices and the quick turnaround of findings make rapid ethnographies appealing to the healthcare sector, where changing organisational climates and priorities require actionable findings at strategic time points. Despite methodological advancement, there continue to be challenges in the implementation of rapid ethnographies concerning sampling, the interpretation of findings, and management of field research. The purpose of this review was to explore the benefits and challenges of using rapid ethnographies to inform healthcare organisation and delivery and identify areas that require improvement.

Methods: This was a systematic review of the literature using the PRISMA guidelines. We used the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) to assess the quality of the articles. We developed the search strategy using the PICOS framework and searched for peer-reviewed articles in MEDLINE, CINAHL PLUS, Web of Science, and ProQuest Central. We included articles that reported findings from rapid ethnographies in healthcare contexts or addressing issues related to health service use.
**Results:** 26 articles were included in the review. We found an increase in the use of rapid ethnographies in the last two years. We found variability in terminology and developed a typology to clarify conceptual differences. The studies generated findings that could be used to inform policy and practice. The main limitations of the studies were: the poor quality of reporting of study designs, mainly data analysis methods, and lack of reflexivity.

**Conclusions:** Rapid ethnographies have the potential to generate findings that can inform changes in healthcare practices in a timely manner, but greater attention needs to be paid to the reflexive interpretation of findings and the description of research methods.

**Registration number:** CRD42017065874
BACKGROUND

In 1988, Scrimshaw and Hurtado (1) posed the question, “must one spend a year in the field collecting ethnographic data in order to make useful recommendations for a health program?” Since then, the field of health services research has adapted to the immediacy of pressing health concerns and the changing priorities and climates of healthcare organisations by adopting a wide range of rapid research approaches (2-4). Various forms of rapid research have been used, including rapid evaluations, rapid appraisals, rapid assessments and rapid ethnographies (5-7).

The development of rapid research methodologies has been influenced by an acknowledgment of the importance of generating findings within timeframes when they can still be actionable and used to inform improvements in care. As McNall and colleagues have argued “the timeliness of information is no less critical than its accuracy” (5).

Rapid ethnographies have been widely used in community-based research, but are now also becoming increasingly popular in healthcare organisations (8,9). Rapid ethnographies are used because they are able to capture the complexities of service provision, the social and cultural factors shaping healthcare use and delivery, and the nuanced practices of care provision in short timeframes (10). Rapid ethnographies are able to disentangle the organisational factors that play a role in the implementation of new healthcare technologies or programs (11).

Some authors have argued that rapid ethnographies might contradict one of the main principles of traditional ethnography, where researchers need to be immersed for long periods of time in the field to develop relationships, understand the local context, and collect in-depth and rich data (12). The concern is that rapid ethnographies might end up being a ‘quick and dirty’ exercise, unable to capture the wide range of views of actors in the field or analyse changes over time (12). Researchers conducting rapid ethnographies face tensions between the breadth and
depth of the data they collect and often need to depend on participants who are most accessible due to time constraints (potentially missing variability in experiences) (3,4,10,13). There are multiple and overlapping definitions of rapid ethnographies and lack of consensus regarding the threshold for rapid studies.

Recruitment and training of teams of field researchers, a strategy used in rapid ethnographies to speed up data collection, takes time and can create difficulties if the researchers do not have the required skills (3,4,10,13,14). Prolonged engagement, a source of internal validity and credibility of the researcher, might need to be replaced with other forms of data cross-checking (3,4,14). The rapid study timeframes might not allow researchers enough time to practice reflexivity throughout data collection (12,13) and ethical governance processes might need to be adapted to respond to time pressures (13,14).

Despite these challenges, some authors have suggested that rich ethnographic research can still be carried out over short periods of high-intensity fieldwork (12,15). This high-intensity fieldwork needs to be accompanied by a conceptual shift where we abandon the notion that rapid ethnographies will not be able to capture the required level of richness normally expected of ethnographies, only because they are conducted over a shorter period of time. As Pink and Morgan (12) have argued, short-term ethnographies entail the creation of “different methodological, practical and analytical entry points into the lives of others” through the adaptation of research methods, a different delineation of ‘the field’, and an increase in the intensity of fieldwork, which still produce valuable and reliable ways of knowing. This concept of short-term ethnographies seems promising for health services research, but additional work is required to understand how rapid ethnographies are normally carried out in practice.
The purpose of this review was to explore the use rapid ethnographies in health services research, paying close attention to the challenges outlined above. We sought to go beyond the representation of shorter timeframes ‘as limitations’ (12) and explore the methodological opportunities afforded by rapid ethnographies. We hope that our in-depth analysis can help identify the strategies used by researchers to conduct ethnographies in short timescales, the areas that still create difficulties, and the ways in which we can improve our use of rapid ethnographies to inform changes in the organisation and delivery of care.

METHODS

Design

This is a systematic review of the literature based on peer-reviewed academic articles. The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) statement was used to guide the reporting of the methods and findings (16). The review was registered with PROSPERO (ref: CRD42017065874).

Research questions

The review sought to explore how rapid ethnographies have been used in health services research. In order to develop our research questions, we created a thematic framework on the challenges that arise when carrying out rapid ethnographies and issues authors have highlighted as requiring further exploration (see Table 1). This framework was modified and expanded throughout the review, as new issues emerged from the reviewed articles. This iterative process of reviewing, or contingent design, is based on the continuous refinement of research questions and development of subsequent syntheses of data (17,18).
Table 1. Thematic framework on potential challenges in rapid ethnographies used to inform the research questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key literature</th>
<th>Potential challenges/issues that require more research</th>
<th>Description of the challenges</th>
<th>Research questions guiding this review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3, 4, 10, 12)</td>
<td>‘Breadth’ vs. ‘depth’ in data collection</td>
<td>Inability to capture changes over time, understand all relevant social and cultural factors at stake, or conflict and contradictions.</td>
<td>What were the main research designs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 4, 10, 12, 14)</td>
<td>Representativeness and sample size and selection</td>
<td>Dependency on most accessible informants and loss of multiplicity of voices.</td>
<td>What were the sample sizes used in the study and selection of groups/participants? How were these justified?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 4, 10, 14)</td>
<td>Use and training of local research assistants (research assistants from the observed field)</td>
<td>Local research assistants are not always available, have the required skills or willingness to take part. Training takes time. Research undertaken by researchers without an anthropological background might limit the quality of the study.</td>
<td>Who were the data collectors? Why were they recruited? Was training provided? Were interpreters used? Were data collectors fluent in the local language?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 10)</td>
<td>Lone researcher vs. multi-membered team</td>
<td>Multi-membered teams can maximize resources and cover a wider range of expertise. Recruitment might be an issue and clear roles in the field need to be outlined.</td>
<td>Who are the article authors and what are their affiliations? How were research teams defined? How many field researchers were used and what was the justification?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 4, 12, 14)</td>
<td>‘In and out’ researcher vs. long-term engagement</td>
<td>New researchers might get more attention, but lack familiarity with the study area. Prolonged engagement often increases credibility and internal validity. Prolonged engagement might also lead to stronger relationships between research participants and the field researchers.</td>
<td>Did the research team have prior research experience in the study area? Does the research team report the establishment of relationships with potential research participants prior to the study?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Time for reflexivity

The rapid study timeframes might not allow researchers to critically analyze the position they play in the fieldsite and their role in the collection and analysis of data.

Does the article include reflections on the authors’ positionality or factors that might have influenced data collection and analysis?

Research governance, and ethical principles

Time pressures should not deter researchers from undergoing the required governance and informed consent processes.

What were the research governance processes? Was the study approved by an ethics committee? Did the researchers follow an informed consent process?

Search strategy

We used the PICOS (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes, Setting) framework (19) to develop the search strategy (Appendix 1). We conducted a review of literature published between 1937 and April 2017 using multiple databases: MEDLINE, CINAHL PLUS, Web of Science and ProQuest Central. Details of the online search strategy can be found in Appendix 1. Results were combined into RefWorks and duplicates were removed. The reference lists of included articles were screened to identify additional relevant publications.

Selection

The two authors (CVP and BVP) screened the articles in three phases (title, abstract, and full text) based on the following inclusion criteria: 1) The article was based on an empirical study that self-identified as a rapid ethnography (or variations of this term as alluded to in our search terms); 2) The research was carried out in the health services/healthcare context or addressed issues relevant to health service use. We decided to include articles that self-identified as rapid ethnographies (or variations of this term) to capture the different ways in which researchers are thinking about and applying rapid approaches to ethnographic research. We wanted to explore
the variability in the application of this label and build a typology of terms. Disagreements were discussed until consensus was reached. We did not apply any restrictions in terms of language or date of publication.

**Data extraction and management**

The included articles were analyzed using a data extraction form developed in REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture). The categories used in the data extraction form are summarized in Appendix 2. The form was developed after the initial screening of full-text articles. It was then piloted independently by the two authors (CVP and BVP) using a random sample of five articles. Disagreements were discussed until consensus was reached. The form was changed based on the findings from the pilot.

**Data synthesis**

Data were exported from REDCap and the main article characteristics were synthesized. The REDCap report presented quantitative summaries of some of the entries in our data extraction form (for details see Appendix 2). The information entered in free text boxes was exported from REDCap and analyzed using framework analysis (20). The themes were based on our research questions, but we were also sensitive to themes emerging from the data.

**Quality assessment**

We used the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) to assess the quality of the articles (21,22). This tool was selected because several of the studies included in the review were mixed-methods studies. The two authors rated these articles independently. In cases of disagreement,
the raters discussed their responses until consensus was reached. Inter-rater reliability was calculated using the kappa statistic (23).

RESULTS

Identification of articles

The initial search yielded 506 published articles (Figure 1). These were screened based on title and type of article, resulting in 118. Screening based on abstracts left 45 articles for full-text review. This phase in screening led to 25 articles that met the inclusion criteria. One additional article was identified by reviewing the bibliography, ultimately leading to 26 articles (on 24 studies) included in the review. We also excluded articles that focused on prevention and education and did not involve aspects of service delivery.

– INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE –

The 24 studies were subjected to a quality appraisal process undertaken by the two authors using the MMAT tool (see Supplementary Table 1 for study-specific appraisal results). Inter-rater agreement was 88% with a Cohen’s Kappa indicating substantial agreement (k=0.74). Overall, most studies covered three out of four criteria. A common limitation found in the articles was the lack of reflection on the researcher’s influence over the findings. In other words, only a few articles engaged with issues of reflexivity and critically presented their preconceptions and how these might have influenced processes of data collection and analysis.

Characteristics of included articles

The characteristics of the 26 articles included in the review are presented in Supplementary Table 1. The articles were published between 1989 and 2017, but we noticed that approximately
60% of the articles (11 articles) were published in the last two years (2015-2017). All articles were published in English. The locations of the studies included a wide range of geographical contexts. Around a third of the studies took place in the USA (9 articles), two took place in Thailand, and one each in the UK, Ghana, South Africa, Uganda, Sri Lanka, India, West Africa (specific country not reported), Ethiopia, Bolivia, Sweden, Mozambique, Haiti, Australia, and Sierra Leone. Ten of the studies took place in local or specialized hospitals, six took place in a community setting, four took place in primary care, three combined primary and secondary care settings, and one study took place in the community and a primary care setting. Most authors had an affiliation to a department in medicine, followed by public health, nursing, and anthropology.

Definitions of rapid ethnographies and reasons for use

Our review allowed us to develop a typology of terms used to describe rapid ethnographies. The main terms and definitions are presented in Table 2. Eight terms were used to describe rapid ethnographies. There was considerable overlap in definitions and, in some cases, the supporting references were used interchangeably. Furthermore, six articles did not include any definition or reference to other publications defining the term.

Table 2. Typology of rapid ethnographies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term used</th>
<th>Articles using the term</th>
<th>Definitions used in the articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Rapid ethnography (RE)     | (9,11,24-31)            | • Develop a reasonable understanding, in a compressed period of time, of the people and contexts being studied (24).  
• Uses three main sources of data: participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and document analysis (28).  
• Includes brief observations at |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple field sites, in-depth interviews with key informants, engagement with social theory, and analysis of archival materials and quantitative data (9).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Same definition as RAP (see below) (11).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ethnographic methods for quickly gathering social, cultural, and behavioral information on health-related problems (30).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quick ethnography (QE)</strong></td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>• Means for collecting and analyzing high-quality ethnographic data in a short timeframe (90 days or less) (8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Gather rich data without extended period of time in the field (8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focused ethnography (FE)</strong></td>
<td>(32)</td>
<td>• Short duration fieldwork balanced by data collection and analysis (32).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rapid ethnographic assessment (REA)</strong></td>
<td>(33-39)</td>
<td>• A phenomenological method for rapid acquisition of data that are rich in life experiences of the subject population (38).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rapid assessment, response and evaluation (RARE)</strong></td>
<td>(40)</td>
<td>• Systematic ethnographic data collection and analysis techniques complemented by survey information and direct observation studies (40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Produces data that can be summarized in a way that can be understood by all of the parties (40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Allows clear triangulation of findings that provide reliability and validity checks on complementary data for each domain (40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Research is normally carried out by field teams (40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rapid assessment process (RAP)</strong></td>
<td>(41-44)</td>
<td>• Derived from anthropological methods and theories and is closely related to other expedited methods for capturing critical social and cultural data surrounding a focused program topic (41).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• A way of gathering, analyzing, and interpreting high quality ethnographic data expeditiously so (41-44).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that action can be taken as quickly as possible (42, 43, 44).
• Uses a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods (42, 43, 44).
• Substitutes intensive, team interaction in both the collection and analysis of data, for the prolonged fieldwork formally associated with ethnography (42, 43, 44).

| Focused rapid ethnographic evaluation (FREE)* | (45) | • Similar to other rapid ethnography approaches, it differs in the sense that in FREE there is extensive use of field notes instead of digital recordings (45). |
| Short term focused video ethnographic case study* | (46) | • Short-term video ethnography, to create an intensive, complex, and rich data set (46).
• Permits immersion into experience without being intrusive (46). |

*These terms were not used in the search strategy, but emerged from the reviewed articles.

Justifications for the use of rapid ethnographies were based on its ability to generate rich and in-depth data, capture a wide range of perspectives, explore the nuances of care-seeking practices, provide a holistic understanding of service delivery, and document activities or interactions as they occur in practice. These features of rapid ethnographies allowed the generation of research findings with a close resemblance to the lived realities of service providers and users and were, therefore, deemed suitable to inform service delivery. For instance, Goepp et al. (41) argued that RAPs can “close the gap between needs as perceived by planners and by the intended users of services, which in turn increases uptake and adoption of services”.

**Research topics**
The research topics covered by the studies could be organised in five main categories: 1) an exploration of health attitudes and healthcare seeking practices, 2) the identification of barriers to health service use, 3) the evaluation of the use of services or information systems by healthcare staff, 4) an analysis of patients’ experiences of treatment and the built environment, and 5) an assessment of healthcare professionals’ team dynamics. These topics were explored in the context of different types of health services including: end of life care, palliative care, emergency services, maternity services, immunization, intensive care and surgery. The studies were based on the delivery of services to patients diagnosed with HIV/AIDS, stroke and malaria as well as those experiencing multiple conditions.

**Research designs**

**Study timeframes**

The study durations ranged from 5 days to 6 months, and some studies did not specify the length of the study or only included the number of hours of observation. Three studies used a series of intensive periods in each of the study sites. Ash et al. (42) and Chesluk et al. (24) spent 5-6 days at each site and Wright et al. (43) used intensive one to two-week periods at each site.

**Data collection**

Most of the studies combined multiple methods of data collection. The most common combination was interviews and observations (used in 9 studies). In the case of four studies, focus groups were carried out in addition to interviews and observations (25,26,33,34). Three studies were based on focus group and interviews (27,36,47). Two studies combined interviews, observations, focus groups, and mapping (37,40). One study combined interviews, observations, documentary analysis and a review of secondary data sources (41). Another study combined
interviews, observations, and documentary analysis (28). Two studies combined interviews, observations and a field survey (9,42-44). One study only used interviews (38) and another study combined observations with photographic diaries (8). The types of interviews, observations, focus groups, and mapping styles varied. We have listed these in Table 3.

Table 3. Types of interviews, observations, focus groups, and mapping processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviews</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Focus groups</th>
<th>Mapping and surveys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Articles</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-structured</td>
<td>(11, 26, 27, 30-33, 36, 37, 39, 43, 45)</td>
<td>Ethnographic observations</td>
<td>(11, 31, 32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured</td>
<td>(25)</td>
<td>Video observations</td>
<td>(46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstructured</td>
<td>(25)</td>
<td>Participant observation</td>
<td>(30, 33, 41, 28, 45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic or rapid ‘street intercept’</td>
<td>(11, 40)</td>
<td>Direct observation</td>
<td>(25, 40, 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-depth</td>
<td>(9, 25, 28, 29, 34-36, 38, 41,)</td>
<td>Shadowing</td>
<td>(8,11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key informant/expert</td>
<td>(40, 42)</td>
<td>Observations (specific type not specified)</td>
<td>(24, 26, 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal discussions</td>
<td>(27)</td>
<td>Tour observations</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversational interviews</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>Clinical observations</td>
<td>(43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video-cued interviews</td>
<td>(46)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most studies used more than one field researcher. Eight studies indicated that training was offered to field researchers (26,27,36,37,40,41,43,47). Five teams used interpreters (25,29,30,37,48) and three other teams employed field researchers fluent in the local language (26,36,47). Three articles indicated that the research team had prior experience in the area (31,34,46), while three articles reported collaborating with local research teams or organisations to seek guidance throughout the research (37,42,48).

**Sampling**

Sample sizes varied considerably and study populations included a wide range of stakeholders such as patients, carers or family members, and healthcare professionals (full sample details for each study are presented in Supplementary Table 1). Almost all of the studies (with the exception of three) provided a justification for the sampling of sites and participants. Sites were often sampled to represent different types of patient populations, service availability and service utilization. Three studies indicated that sampling was informed by researchers or practitioners with prior experience in the area (31,34,48). Sampling in two studies was informed by the results of surveys carried out before the rapid ethnographies (27,47). Most of the studies (17 of the 24) involved multi-sited research.

**Data analysis**

Almost all of the studies used a thematic approach to analyse the data (20 of 24 studies), with the exception of three studies which used narrative analysis to explore patient experiences
(8), coding trees to develop decision-making matrices (27) and ranking of barriers to health service utilisation (33). Two studies did not specify the methods used to analyse the data (28,34).

**Ethical approval**

Most of the articles indicated that the studies had been approved by the relevant ethics committees and researchers had undergone an informed consent process with potential participants before data collection. Three studies did not report any information on ethical governance processes (33,34,41).

**Use of findings**

More than half of the studies reported using the study findings to inform changes in policy or practice. Three studies were used to inform strategies led by UNICEF (30,36,47). Findings from three studies were used to create or modify existing training programs for clinicians (25,26,41). Schwitters et al. (29) used the study to assist in the implementation of new health services (mobile health clinics), while Mullaney et al. (8), Choy et al. (28), Needle et al. (40), and Chesluk et al. (31) used the findings to reconfigure existing services.

Murray et al. (48) used their rapid ethnography to inform local policies, and Agyepong and Manderson (34) used the study findings to develop a field manual for the rapid assessment of the cultural aspects of malaria. Findings were shared mainly through reports and academic publications, but some of the authors also reported sharing the results of studies through meetings and workshops with relevant stakeholders (37,44).

In five of the studies included in the review, rapid ethnographies were used to inform other strands of research (27,33,34,37,40). For instance, Coreil et al. (33) and Agyepong and Manderson (34) used qualitative data from the rapid ethnography to design structured...
questionnaires. Culhane-Pera et al. (27) used the rapid ethnography findings to create four categories of pregnancies that would then be used to inform the sampling for a large village survey.

**DISCUSSION**

The purpose of this review was to analyse the use of rapid ethnographies in the healthcare context. The studies were of average quality (assessed in relation to the MMAT), with clear limitations concerning the practice of reflexivity, that is, the authors’ critical analysis of the position they occupy throughout the research process and how they participate in the production of knowledge (49). We believe this is a significant limitation that needs to be addressed in future rapid ethnographies, as one of the central components of ethnographic research is the researcher’s critical account of their “self-location” (gender, class, ethnicity, etc.) (49), interests, pre-assumptions and life experiences, and how these shape their relationships with study participants and the research process itself. More reflexive approaches within rapid ethnographies would allow us to examine ‘what we know’ in relation to ‘how we know it’ (50), facilitating a more critical interpretation of the data and highlighting areas of methodological improvement.

The studies covered a wide range of diseases, healthcare contexts and populations, pointing to the flexibility of rapid ethnographies in their capacity to study a plurality of healthcare issues and settings. Even though some of the seminal work on rapid ethnographies has established specific timeframes for the distinction between ethnographies and rapid ethnographies (i.e. Handwerker (51) draws the line at 90 days), the studies in our review were less clear and in some cases did not report the length of the study. A recent review of rapid
qualitative research in complex health emergencies pointed to similar issues regarding missing information on the duration of the research (52), where the authors stressed the need for better descriptions of research designs and more accurate reporting of study timeframes (52). We believe reporting must improve to further develop rapid ethnographic methods.

The ethnographies included in our review drew from multiple sources of data, in some cases combining quantitative and qualitative data. Findings from the rapid ethnographies were also used in combination with findings from other research streams, mainly surveys. Several of the reviewed articles highlighted that the sampling strategies used in the studies could represent a limitation. Indeed, the literature on rapid research has highlighted that time constraints in the field can limit sampling to those participants who are more accessible or willing to take part in the study and do not allow the researchers to seek alternative or conflicting views (4,13). Most of the reviewed articles, however, provided clear justifications for the sampling of sites and participants, and their sampling strategies were informed by prior research in the area (carried out by members of the team or local collaborators) and the search for some degree of representativeness (capturing facilities with different types of services or degree of service utilization, for instance). As Beebe (53) has argued, sampling in rapid research can still capture a wide range of views through the careful selection of participants (i.e. key informants with expertise or knowledge of a particular subject and ‘troublemakers’ known for dissenting views who can be used to cross-check information). Handwerker (51) has also indicated that variation can be captured by using sampling frames based on criteria relevant to the study.

Data analysis methods were poorly described or not even mentioned. Exceptions were the articles by Murray et al. (39) and Harte et al.(46), which presented detailed descriptions of coding processes. In most articles, it was not clear if analysis was carried out using ‘traditional’
techniques or if rapid approaches were also used to analyse and interpret the data (2,53-55).

Could analysis approaches used in rapid evaluations and appraisals be applied to data collected through rapid ethnographies?

Another important finding of the review was that none of the authors discussed delays produced by ethical governance processes. Delays produced by ethical approvals have been widely discussed in the literature (56,57), so we were surprised to see that this issue did not come up in any of the reviewed articles, even when some of the study timeframes were short. This could be due to lack of reporting, but it does flag a potential area of future exploration to determine if ethical review committees are becoming more responsive to the time-sensitive requirements of rapid research (58).

We found variation in the terminology used to describe rapid ethnographies and overlap in definitions. We did not seek to establish a distinction between ‘appropriate’ or ‘inappropriate’ uses of the term ‘ethnography’, as there are currently dozens of definitions of ethnography and a lack of validated criteria for defining this approach. Instead, we focused on the terms as defined by the authors of the articles and developed a typology in the attempt to obtain greater conceptual clarity and highlight the diversity of research designs using the same label. We developed a working definition of rapid ethnographies, which draws from our typology as well as the limitations of current rapid ethnographies we identified in this review (Box 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1. Proposed characteristics of rapid ethnographies based on review findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The research is carried out over a short, compressed or intensive period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The research captures relevant social, cultural and behavioral information and focuses on human experiences and practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The research engages with anthropological and other social science theories and promotes reflexivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Data are collected from multiple sources and triangulated during analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. More than one field researcher is used to save time and cross-check data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Study findings were used to inform the development of new healthcare interventions, make modifications in existing services, facilitate policy-making, and shape other strands of research in mixed-methods studies. Only a few articles included information on the strategies used to disseminate these findings. We consider this to be an area that merits further exploration as the creation of the ethnographic text is an important meaning-making exercise to interpret and present the data collected in the field. If the field is continuously written and rewritten (59), what does this mean for rapid ethnographies? Can the conceptual shift proposed by Pink and Morgan (12) for short-term ethnographies help us engage in ethnographic writing in shorter periods of time? Can the intensity of the fieldwork be coupled with an increase in the intensity of writing? These are questions we will need to address as we seek to make rapid ethnographies useful for healthcare delivery, without losing sight of their capacity for capturing the complexities, richness and nuances of everyday life.

The findings of this review should be interpreted with its limitations in mind. The literature search for academic articles was carried out in April 2017, so articles published after this date were not included. Furthermore, although we employed multiple broad search terms, it is possible that we missed articles that did not use these terms. By limiting our inclusion criteria to studies that self-identified as rapid ethnographies, we might have missed articles that used other terms to describe rapid ethnographic research that we are not aware of. We did not include grey literature, thus potentially excluding an important number of rapid ethnographic studies that have not been published in academic journals. The tool we used to assess the quality of the studies, the MMAT, also has limitations and these have been discussed elsewhere (60-62).
Finally, our own notions of ethnographic and rapid research could have influenced our analysis of the articles. We believe that rapid research, if carried out rigorously, can yield valuable and insightful findings.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Our review highlighted the contributions rapid ethnographies can make to inform improvements in healthcare delivery. However, future rapid ethnographic research needs to develop more robust processes for the reporting of study designs and findings and place greater emphasis on reflexivity. Attention should be paid to the quality of rapid ethnographic studies in order to avoid the use of ‘rapid research’ labels to justify poorly conducted studies. Another area that merits attention is the writing of rapid ethnographic findings and the exploration of ways in which the results of studies can be disseminated without losing the richness and insight afforded by ethnographic approaches. The terminology we use to describe rapid ethnographic research should also be scrutinized as overlaps in definitions might create confusion regarding the study aims and characteristics. An important area of future research will be to expand the rapid ethnography typology we have presented in this article and further develop our working definition of rapid ethnographies.
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